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Security patrols off- campus parties
Increased security presence at Milk Cartons and Pizza Huts causes student concern
still remain this month
Many students agree that they
have seen an increased security pres-
ence at off- campus parties Security
has been coming to Milk Cartons
quite frequently so far this year and
they break up the parties more or
less every time said Milk Cartons
resident Matt Herzog 07 Herzog
Greek
Safety to have a more visible presence
throughout the Village of Gambier
and in particular at those locations
where students are residingout of the
Colleges residence system
Werner said that in past years
students attending off- campus parties
probably would not have encoun-
tered a College security officer unless
the deputy came down or we got a
call from a village resident This year
however ifwe see an undue number
of students 50 75 100 students
milling around we might watch for
a little bit and see if we see anything
else that might indicate underage
consumption
If you draw attention to your-
self were going to talk to you added
Werner
Security records show a marked
increase in the number ofparties bro-
ken up by College security officers In
September 2004 officers broke up
two on- campus parties during Sep-
tember 2005 officers have broken up
a total ofsix parties three off- campus
and three on- campus
However the number ofalcohol
reports incidents involving alcohol
that the office felt necessary to report
to the administration remained
steady at three and the number of
underage students referred to admin-
istrators for drinking has decreased
from 16 last September to 11 this
September Not all underage students
caught drinking alcohol are referred
to administrators however At the
time of this article two popular par
The party was done by 1 1 1 5 The
security officers were aware not only
of the details ofmy e- mail but of the
exact amount of beer purchased for
the party
Students living offcampus were
made aware of the increased secu
see SECURITY page 2
Drive
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restaurant
other restaurant in Gambier or Knox
County according to Gunderson He
said the menu would contain comfort
foods but each of the entrees would
have an ethnic twist
Gunderson has also been courting
ethnic restaurants in Columbus New-
ark and Mansfield that may provide
guest chefs from time to time for a
more fully ethnic menu
The pricing for the entire menu
will be between that of the casual counterse-
rvice food oudets in town and the
Kenyon Inn Gunderson said
see RESTAURANT page 2
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Good Samaritan policy p5
recently tried to keep first- years away
from his apartments party by sending
an allstu While freshmen are by no
means the only underage students
who drink at Kenyon freshmen were
the main focus of all discussions I
had with the powers that be he
said So I sent the email but to no
avail Security came down at 1030
Week Blood
ITT
open new
son and Schaefer The building which
was built in the 1940s has numerous
buildingOcode issues This has required
pretty significant capital upgrades
which Gunderson said are being paid
for by Schaefer in order to make the
building a rentable restaurant
So far Gunderson has been un-
able to obtain a liquor license for the
restaurant Liquor licenses are given
out by the state of Ohio on a per capita
basis and all of the liquor licenses in
Gambier are spoken for said Gunder-
son Widiout a liquor license he said
the restaurant would be unlikely to
open
However Gunderson said that
the College has expressed an interest
in helping them get a liquor license and
might shift around some of the liquor
licenses the College already holds and
sell one to the Gundersons
Despite these problems Gunder-
son is optimistic particularly because
of the amount of support this venture
has received He says that there has
been a synergistic movement between
a number of parties to make the res-
taurant a reality
The restaurant will be like no
BY CHARLOTTE NUGENT
EditorinCh- ief
Amid irritated rumblings from
students of a security crackdown
this semester College administra-
tors confirmed that the College has
increased its policing of off- campus
parties both because of the large
number ofstudents living offcampus
and in an attempt to make students
safer after the alcohol- related death
of Colin Boyarski 08 in April
According to Dean of Residen-
tial Life George Barbuto 46 students
are living ofFcampus with permission
this year up from roughly 30 last year
and 1 5 the year before Most of these
students live in the Milk Carton
and Pizza Hut apartments
This semester 1637 students
are living on and off campus and
88 are studying abroad which puts
Kenyons enrollment at 1725 stu-
dents
We have more students living
off- campus now than maybe ever
and we have an agreement with the
Village and rest of the College that
were going to patrol the off- campus
area said Director of Security and
Safety Dan Werner We did patrol
before but were being more inten-
tional with our patrol ofoff- campus
areas
A College policy statement
issued by Dean of Students Don
Omahan and meant to clarify exist-
ing rules in the student handbook
reads It is the intent of the College
through the Office of Security and
Owners of
BY SEAN RYAN
StaffReporter
For years the brick building on
Gaskin Avenue that was once the Vil-
lage Inn has stood vacant But now
Joel and Margaret Gunderson who
have as of this month owned and
operated the Middle Ground cafe
house for the past two years have a
newventure planned forthe space the
Village Inn Restaurant
According to Joel Gunderson
a native of Gambier and the son of
Professor ofArt Barry Gunderson the
plan is tobring cosmopolitan food to
this cosmopolitan village The original
Village Inn which inhabited the build-
ing for many years closed years ago and
moved out of Gambier
The desire to reopen the Village
Inn restaurant in Gambier began about
two years ago According to Gunder-
son Mary Ellen Schaefer ofColumbia
Md the owner of the building asked
the Gundersons if they would be inter-
ested in reopening a restaurant in the
former Village Inn
We look forward to having
them as our tenants in this restaurant
Lucia Pizzo donates blood at the annual Greek Week blood drive Other Greek events this week consist of the pie-
eating conest in Peirce lawn sports day to be held on Peirce Lawn today a dodgeball tournament and an alls- orority
party to be hosted Friday
tying nights Wednesday and Friday
Middle Ground may
venture said Schaefer in an e- mailed
statement She praised the Gunder-
sons abilities writing They certainly
have demonstrated a lot of creativity
in setting up Middle Ground in the
building that served for many years as
her fathers grocery store
j
liill it
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The Village Inn on Gaskin Avenue
Gunderson and Schaefer have
hired an architect Gary Fisher ofArki
netics in Lorain Ohio After walking
through the Village Inn buildingwith
architects Gunderson noted that it
would probably not be difficult to
drop a million dollars into this build-
ing a sum which he noted would be
beyond his budget Blueprints are soon
forthcoming according to Gunderson
which will allow him to solicit bids
I i
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from contractors that will determine
the final feasibility of the project
The last two years have not been
without hurdles according to Gunder
2 News Hie Kenyon Collegian Thursday September 29 2005
Security Six parties busted so farPhishers target students
at Kenyon students by e- mail A
Kenyon inboxes at 5 am on Wednesday
Cyber thieves once again took aim
phishing e- mail was delivered to some
September 21
The e- mail which claimed to be
students accounts would be deactivated
potential victims to click In an e- mail
Joe Murphy told students that the e- mail
not and will not exist He went on to note that if the College sends an e- mail
about security concerns students will receive a personal message from a real
human being
With this type of scam occurring more frequendy Murphy notes
the importance ofkeeping computers free ofviruses and spyware
Dayne Baugbman
from adminkenyonedu said that
in 24 hours and provided a link for
Librarian and Technology Consultant
address adminkenyonedu does
Unlike previous outages however this
was completely green and the reason
Max TheLinder
Outages blamed on tree
Beginning shordy before 8 am on Monday the third power outage in as
a lot to do around here he said
You can only go to the movies
and bowling alley so many
times before youre either
out of money or youre tired
of doing it There is no school spirit
here so hardly anybody goes down
to watch the sporting events This
school is basically designed to turn
kids into alcoholics which is why
its so frustrating to see security an
appendage ofthe school crack down
so hard on parties
Yet despite the frustration some
students feel about increased security
at off- campus parties Werner said
he hasnt encountered student bel-
ligerence I havent gotten reports
of students being obnoxious with
officers he said I think we have
the best students around
Many students acknowledge
that security officers are looking
out for students best interests
Securitys attitude toward the
Kenyon students has not changed
one iota said Leonard Offutt 06 a
Milk Cartons resident They are
still here for our own safety and
well- being theyre certainly no less
friendly or helpful to the student
body Their concern that Kenyon
students over- exceed the bounds of
healthy entertainment on a regular
basis is what has increased their pres-
ence campus- wide this semester
many weeks hit the village ofGambier
one was the work ofnature rather than an equ ipment failure a tree limb fell and
brought down power lines on Kokosing Drive Because ofsome of the recent
work American Electric Power was able to reroute the power to buildings
on the east side ofRoute 308 by 1 1 am said Mayor Kirk Emmert Across the
street however power remained out until late in the afternoon According to
Emmert the power company recendy cleared away dead branches near power
lines The branch which fell on Monday
why it split remains a mystery
locations
In addition to the number of
students livingoff campus Boyarskis
death in April also spurred the adop-
tion of the new security policy and
administrators stress that they want
to keep students safe We dont want
that to happen again said Werner
Any time you have a tragedy in the
community you do what you hu-
manly can Ifwe have more presence
and visibility it will make people
think twice
Some students feel that in-
creased security at off- campus parties
will have harmful effects however
The College administration finds
itself in a pickle said Herzog On
the one hand if they allow students
to gather and party at will offc- ampus
they run the risk of negligence
on the other hand breaking up
parties off campus has just as many
if not more adverse consequences
Herzog said he believes that breaking
up parties will encourage underage
students to drink more dangerously
in their rooms before going out in
the evening Not all underagers have
this attitude but the real drinkers
do said Herzog And they are the
ones who the campus needs to be
most worried about
Hyde said he believes the cam-
pus environment already encour-
ages students to drink There isnt
cases heard
The number ofjudicial Board
hearings from year to year is cycli-
cal said Steele The number ofcases
heard varies from year to year as
evidenced by the statistics from the
past few years and any increase or
decrease is usually due to this fact
Additionally during some years
cases that would be presented to
the Judicial Board simply do not
occur
Students can choose to have
their cases heard by the Judicial
Board which consists of four to six
people or they can have an admin-
istrative board hearing which is
conducted by one Student Affairs
employee The administrative board
is more anonymous and involves a
smaller time commitment than the
Judicial Board
However one committee is
not less lenient than the other
Steele said
Cases Heard
September 14 September 28 2005
CONTINUED from page 1
rity at off- campus parties at a special
meeting held the first day of classes
Student attendance at the meeting
was good with almost all students
who are living off campus in atten-
dance said Omahan
However the new policy seems
to have caught students living on cam-
pus by surprise To be honest it was
somewhat shocking to see security
there said Jason Hyde 06 president
of the Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity of
a recent off- campus gathering at the
Phi Kap- owned Pink House on
Wiggin Street Hyde said that secu-
rity appeared at the house because of
a noise complaint which was weird
because nobody had even left yet
and there were maybe 10 people just
hanging out In that sense security
is much different They never came
off campus before
Administrators deny rumors
that on campus parties have also
been more heavily policed by security
There has been no change in the
policies regarding on- campus parties
although I have heard some students
express that they feel there has been a
change in the approach to on- campus
parties said Omahan I suspect that
some of this feeling has been created
by the more visible presence by Secu-
rity and Safety officers at off- campus
No infraction
BY OLIVIA WATKINS
Staff Reporter
Last semester the number of
cases heard by the Judicial Board
continued its downward trend
resting at zero cases heard for the
semester
The Judicial Board which is
composed of both students and
faculty has jurisdiction over any
non- academic infraction of Col-
lege policy These infractions are
reported to the Student Affairs staff
and assigned by Associate Dean of
Students Cheryl Steele to be heard
by one of the student affairs judicial
officers The case can then be recom-
mended to the Judicial Board for a
full hearing
One sexual misconduct case
was slated to be reviewed last se-
mester but the student in question
withdrew from the College before
the scheduled trial date It is not
suggested that a student withdraw
before they have a hearing said
Steele Students can do it and
then we are unable to proceed with
the hearing
The case in question was docu-
mented within the school although
the Judicial Board never heard the
case The College is required to re-
port all campus crimes said Steele
Cases presented to the Judicial
Board are declining rapidly from
year to year For the 2004- 2005 aca-
demic year only one case was heard
and that was in the fall semester The
2003- 2004 academic year six cases
were heard and in 2001- 2002 11
were heard
Restaurant
CONTINUED from page 1
While Gunderson said he
hopes students come by and partake
in the food and atmosphere and
said that he will hire a number of
Kenyon students he also plans to
attract people from all over Knox
Counry
The layout of the Village Inn
would largely remain the same said
Gunderson In the front is anold
retro bar with walnut paneling
that would largely stay but perhaps
with new fixtures and lighting The
decor will retain some of the old
school features Gunderson said
with some contemporary architec-
tural flair that will complement the
original
In the end Gunderson said he
arid his wife are still in waita- ndsee
mode but are hopeful
at Kenyon
Sept 21 1052 am Medical call regarding student injured in fall at
the Science Quad Student transported by squad to the Health Center
Sept 21 637 pm Fire alarm at New Apartments due to burnt
food
Sept 22 1030 am Medical call regarding ill student at Tomsich
Hall Student transported to the Health Center
Sept 22 151 pm Report of student being harassed at Duff Street
Apartments
Sept 22 6 18 pm Medical call to the soccer field regarding
injured athlete from visiting team Person transported by squad to the
hospital
Sept 23 123 am Fire alarms on south campus due to lightning
strikes Maintenance was notified
Sept 23 1007 pm Fire alarm at Olin Library no smoke or fire
found alarm was reset
Sept 24 12 17 am Underage consumption at Mather Residence
Sept 24 1228 am Underage consumptiondrugs non student
outside Duff Street Apartments
Sept 24 105 am Underage possessionconsumption between
Norton and Watson Halls
Sept 24 1 1 28 pm Fire alarm at Caples Residence pull station
cover knocked loose Alarm was reset
Sept 24 1157 pm Underage possession ofalcohol at Mather
Residence
Sept 24 1158 pm Report ofpossible fight at Psi U party
Sept 25 1239 am Medical call regarding student injured in fall at
Old Kenyon Student transported to hospital by health service driver
Sept 25 113 am Vandalism broken window at Leonard Hall
Sept 25 126 am Medical call regarding student with insect bite
College physician was contacted
Sept 25 128 am Theft report regarding jacket and ID
Sept 25 153 am Vandalism broken ceiling tile at Hanna Hall
Sept 25 420 am Underage consumptionnon student at Duff
Street Apartments
Sept 25 432 am Underage possession of alcohol at Duff Street
Apartments
Sept 26 1253 pm Fire alarm at McBride Residence due to smoke
from overloaded washing machine Area was aired out and alarm was
reset
Sept 26 844 pm Theft ofbicycle bicycle found on Kokosing
Drive
Sept 27 358 am Vandalismwriting on the wall at Mather
Residence
Sept 27 7 10 am Fire alarm at Olin Library No smoke or fire
was found and the alarm was silenced
2004- 2005 2003- 2004 2002- 2003 2002- 2001
Cases heard by Judicial Board 0 1 6 11
Cases heard by administration 228 246 356 372
associate dean of students 39 39 44 47
dean of residential life 44 35 41 58
dean for academic advising 10 38 37 41
assistant dean of students 30 19 34 39
director of multicultural affairs
first year area coordinator 29 35 42 22
upperclassmen area coordinator 36 34 44 42
assistant to dean for academic advising 12 33 54 33
Office of Residential Life 30 13 60 90
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Culliton as Stevie discuss goats
fallen in love with a goat The story
focuses on Martins attempts to sort
out his relationship with the goat his
wife and his homosexual son Billy
Cromer and to find a plane on
which it is acceptable to love them
all simultaneously To the familys
dismay Martin refuses to draw a dis-
tinction between the emotions he is
experiencing for his wife and son and
for an animal he calls Sylvia
Freeman- SIade describes the
actors decisions in response to this
event as mean hard to watch and
wickedly funny adding You dont
normally get something that absurd
and that emotionally true at the same
time In the end it is Billy who gives
Martin a sort of strange acceptance
while Stevie and the couples best
friend Ross Kingsley continue to
ostracize him for his decisions
One of the most appealing if
not the most shocking aspects of
the play is the universal nature of its
characters They really represent an
American ideal said Mannex They
arent real people but yet they are
because they have something go
added Charlie Cromer 09 and An-
drew Kingsley 06 to the cast
Cromer who plays 17y- earold
Billy Gray said it was Albees crazy
style and the complicated nature of
the script that attracted his attention
The intense emotional complexity
Culliton admits was a little diffi-
cult to integrate into early blocking
rehearsals However she was very
excited with the way the play took
shape through collaboration from
all of those involved
Jessica Freeman- SIade 06 was
commissioned to direct the produc-
tion over a year ago Freeman- SIade
who cast Mannex and Culliton in her
first college directorial experience
explained the importance of the
senior thesis as a summary of every-
thing youve learned to do in theater
at Kenyon You really want to feel
like its the right play for you
This particular right play is
the story of an obviously success-
ful seemingly happy family that is
thrown off of its axis by an unbeliev-
able confession from the father Gray
though he adores his wife has also
BY HANNAH FENLON
Staff Writer
What kind of person could be
sexually involved with an animal
Someone unstable perhaps or psy-
chologically disturbed certainly
not a happily married well- educated
father and prominent architect at the
pinnacle of his success Certainly
not Martin Gray the main character
in Edward Albees Tle Goat or Who
Is Sylvia
However this strange connec-
tion is just what Colin Mannex 06
who stars as Martin will make the
audience accept during the shows 8
pm performances in the Hill The-
ater this Friday and Saturday
Mannex and fellow drama major
Emily Culliton 06 who plays Mar-
tins wife Stevie are presenting Ve
Goat as their senior thesis in drama
After reading Albees script during
their sophomore year Culliton and
Mannex were determined to perform
it for their thesis They began tenta-
tively rehearsing together before the
beginning of this semester and then
Emmy winners and their fashions are of dubious merit
Colin Mannex as Martin Gray and Emily
ing on that refutes everything they
stand for It is this familiarity that
makes The Goat such a challenge to
its audience
Its one you cant really look
away from said Culliton
Kingsley said he believes the
story is drawing a line between
what people will recognize as socially
acceptable and what they will not
Freeman- SIade agrees saying that
the action is intent on changing
your conception ofwhat love is sup
looked more like dark sausage cas-
ing Her make- up which I would
assume was intended to give her a
motherly glow made her look more
like Jennifer Coolidge in her Legally
Blonde days
One year men will learn that
when dressing for a prestigious
event such as the Emmys it is best
to dress modestly This was not
that year Cody Kasch ofDesperate
Housewives fame sported a shirt and
tie beneath an argyle sweater all be-
neath a pin- stripe suit He stuck out
like a sore and sweaty thumb
The Emmys offered delightful
and demented acts for viewers as
well as ridiculous outfits Earth
Wind and Fire and The Black- Eyed
Peas performed a Vogue- esque
rendition of September that paid
tribute to the popular television
shows of the year It was uncomfort
She is contending with an American
rival Gina Gershon as well as foes
from within her own company in-
cluding Chloe Sevigny Boys Dont
Cry Dianes increasingly twisted
business methods lead her into a
shadowy and dangerous underworld
of pornography
Surely this all sounds very cold
and amoral and it is Director Olivier
Assayas makes Demonlover function
as a kind of comment on corporate
culture The film is an exaggeration
in this regard but this only serves to
further Assayas points about busi-
ness and ethics Though difficult to
watch at times the film is thrilling
and its depiction ofa cutthroat liter-
ally corporate underworld is eerily
fascinating
The film is sleek and has an ap
posed to look like and encourages
audiences to attend the show ready
to examine this line and prepared
to be challenged or possibly made
uncomfortable She praises the act-
ing talents of Culliton and Mannex
and calls their performance a major
reason to attend the production
Emily and Colin have this
wonderful dramatic and comedic
chemistry that you have to see to
believe she said And its about
screwing a goat
able at best The true entertainment
was found in the absurdity that often
ensues when an abundance ofceleb-
rities are herded into one giant hall
S Epatha Merkerson after being
announced as the winner of the Out-
standing Lead Actress in a Minise-
ries or a Movie for her role as Rachel
Nanny Crosby in HBOs Lackawa-
nna Blues went cleavage- diving to
look for her acceptance speech Her
speech included frank discussion of
age and hot flashes which delighted
the crowd Donald Trump donned
a straw hat and overalls to perform
a rendition of the Green Acres theme
song with Will and Grace star and
MM spokeswoman Megan Mul-
laly during an American Idol spoof
I felt right at home Finally William
Shatner ofStar Trek fame and musi-
cal infamy opened his mouth Need
I say more
propriately modern vibe no doubt
helped by Assayas highly stylized
direction The atmosphere of the
film is further enhanced by the cool
experimental score by the great band
Sonic Youth The actors all do impres-
sive jobs with the difficult material
and the film as a whole viewed in
a metaphoric sense makes some
interesting points Demonlover is cer-
tainly not for the faint of heart the
lack of morality in these characters is
shocking but the film is certainly
provocative Those who stick with it
will appreciate the storys intricacies
and the talents of those who made it
and at the very least the film will have
them thinking and talking for some
time afterwards
Jason Smith
Ruby in the HBO two- part mini-
series Empire Falls
I will shamelessly admit that I
am more often enthralled by what
I see on the red carpet than what
I watch in the actual ceremony
This years Emmy runway showed a
return to feminine fabrics with rich
texture and deep color and gowns
that featured a more form- fitting
cut
Some fashion faux pas were
expected Will and Graces Debra
Messing yet again found a dress
that displayed her lack of bosom
and made her look tragically hippy-
esque Her hair reminded me of a
rats nest Alias star Jennifer Garner
from whom I expect only the best
every year disappointed me with
her choice of black maternity at-
tire While it may have been fitting
for a soonto- be mother on her it
Barbato manage to sneak some biting
social commentary into this very en-
tertaining film Make no mistake the
original Deep Throat was by no means
aquality motion picture as the people
who made it will openly admit Inside
Deep Tliroat however is an intelligent
and humorous look at our culture s
conflicted stance on obscenity
Demonlover
Saturday 101 800pm
Continuing KFSs week ofNC-
1 7 films and its accompanying obses-
sion with pornography Demonlover
is a film about the pornography
business Connie Nielsen GLidnitor
stars as Diane a ruthless corporate
executive bidding on behalf of her
corporation for some new high- tech
hentai or pornographic animation
fortable actor Robert Garret who
might seem like the guy you turned
down when he asked you to prom
were both given Emmys for their
supporting roles on this sitcom It
makes me wonder if the selections
committee is being honest with
itself Raymonds run ended earlier
this year which promises much for
Emmys 06
HBOs The Life and Death of
Peter Sellers pulled in the most Em-
mys this year which was a surprising
statistic considering its early release
in the nomination year But it isnt
unheard of for nominations to re-
flect a certain element of short- term
memory loss and I was pleased that
this stunning madefo- rTV movie
was properly accredited Kenyonites
will be proud to know that famous
alumnus Paul Newman was recog-
nized this year for his role as Max
personalities and sex commentators
ranging from Norman Mailer to
Erica Jong Deep Throat generated
such public attention and controversy
that it was eventually banned in many
states leading to police raids on movie
theaters This documentary helps the
audience see how anX- rated film that
reportedly cost 25000 to make and
was shot in under a week attracted so
much attention in American society
It also looks at how things have or
havent changed since 1972 with
regard to obscenity and censorship
in American society
Inside Deep Throat is both an
informative look at Americas unique
relationship with pornography as well
as a surprisingly funny look at some of
the characters involved in the making
of this landmark film Bailey and
BY LESLIE PARSONS
StaffWriter
On Sunday September 18th
the 57th Annual Primetime Emmy
Awards were telecast from the
Shrine Auditorium in Los Angeles
offering up a night of glitzy outfits
TV actors and dramatic embarrass-
ments Though it made less than a
trickle in the ocean of television pro-
gramming it served to fill my often
listless Gambier Sunday evening
Recipients of the Emmy awards
were sometimes surprising and often
discouraging While everybody
might love Raymond I do hot and
I dont understand why Everybody
Loves Raymond consistently receives
a majority of the awards each year
Elderly actress Doris Roberts who
might seem like your grandma
and often bumbling and uncom
Inside Deep Throat
Friday 930 800 pm
1972s Deep Ujroat the movie
that took pornography out of shabby
theaters on the wrong side of town
and placed it however briefly in the
spodight is chronicled in the docu-
mentary Inside Deep Throat The film
explores the cultural phenomenon
that was Deep Throat how it came to
be and why it was so wildly popular
though claims that the film grossed
over 600 million are likely exaggera-
tions it was still far more successful
than any other pornographic or
independent film
Directors Fenton Bailey and
Randy Barbato combine old footage
such as news stories and material
from the film with new interviews
of the cast and crew and other film
4
56 womens magazine rebornKenyon Kribs
Ajourney into the freshman quad
fa
Moe
Unlike many other magazines
at Kenyon that have a literary focus
56 will have sections for news
commentary politics interviews
and musical and literary reviews
Although it is not strictly a literary
magazine it will have a section of
student submitted art and literature
as well as a womens community sec-
tion with recipes and fun facts
The publication of 56 ceased
two years ago because staff was in
short supply and Lucy Martin 04
who was the driving force behind the
magazine at that time graduated
BY ELIZABETH CARINGOLA
Staff Writer
Yet another publication will
join the ranks of Kcnyons numerous
magazines this semester The newly-
reformed womens magazine 55 will
be inclusive ofwomen not exclusive
of men according to co- editor Lina
Moe 07
The magazine is named 56
after the percentage of women at-
tending Kenyon in 2002 the year of
the magazines founding We may
actually have to change the name of
the magazine to update that says
However with a larger staff
this time around and a broader-
based focus Moe is hopeful that
the magazine will prosper under
the supervision of Assoc Dean of
Students Cheryl Steele and student
co- editors Sara Burns 07 Lisa Car-
roll 07 Laura Huss 07 and Rachel
Kauppila 08
56 will be published twice
every semester Submissions to
the magazine are based on interest
Students interested in writing for
the magazine should attend meetings
that are held every Sunday night at
630 pm at the Crozier House
it
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Pictures by Hinnah Fenlo
tral colors and uses a standingBY HANNAH FENLON
Staff Writer What animal would you turn your roommate into
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J
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hi 1 liii iij I I ILuke Richard 09 Ava Taneon 08 Kate Heliman 08
A tortoise An emu An axolotl
Whenever I see light com-
ing from Sols door I get happy
because that means I get to sit
in it says Maia Raber09 of her
friend and hallmate Sol Thomas
09s room
Sol who lives in an upper
Norton single has an eclecti
cally decorated living space that
attracts visitors at all hours Its
lamp to keep the area dimly lit
Sol has placed his bed against
the window to maximize space
and create a makeshift sitting
area In a pleasant change from
the rest of the hallway his room
has an aromatic ambiance an
interesting mixture of Fcbreeze
and eucalyptus
While relaxing on Sols white
sheepskin rugs many people may
end up chatting with Sol about
his wall It is covered in photos
drawings and a handmade Ni-
gerian tapestry that reads Sols
Room which he received as a
birthday present from a friend
Abi Barnes 09 said of the
room Its like a miniature house
in the mountains He has even
managed to fit in a pair of skis
Sol agrees and says that his goal
was to make his room just a place
people can come and chill out
obvious why so many people
come a visit to Sols room in-
cludes listening to his everp- resent
jazz and Latin favorites while
sitting in a huge comfortable
bowl chair eating popcorn out Ui
of pottery he has made himself
and looking at a book called
Dreads of which Sol is clearly
a proponent
The room is impressively
coordinated with dark and neu Where will you study
Berlin Florence Ghana London Madrid Paris Prague
Were visiting
your campus
i 1
si 1 1 v
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Tuesday October 4
11 am 130 pm
Kenyon College
Off- Campus Study Information Day
Cund Commons Ballroom
Why choose NYU
We encourage host community
interaction through relationships
with universities internships
volunteer work and excursions
We support students with resident
assistants full- time staff and
extensive course offerings including
course work in disciplines not often
found on study abroad programs
like premed and business
Youll earn NYU credit while studying
with prominent leaders scholars and
artists of the host country
NYU offers scholarship opportunities
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Study Abroad with NYU
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New policy encourages students Sex the Country
to report unsafe drinking Miss Right or Miss Right Now
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BY MADDIE SMITH
Staff Columnist
put to bed by friends and sub-
sequently dying in their sleep
because of fear that a request for
medical assistance will lead to
formal disciplinary action being
taken against the intoxicated
student or themselves
Kenyons policy which
Steele describes as being in the
early stages will not necessar-
ily be the same as those at other
colleges but the main priority
of the policy will be the safety
of students
I think for the special com-
mittee and at Student Affairs
what were trying to develop is
a policy that is sensitive to what
students are concerned about but
also isnt totally enabling student
behavior Steele said
The draft of the policy will
go first to Student Council
and then to Campus Senate for
evaluation The current draft
of the Good Samaritan policy
is scheduled for discussion at
the senate meeting on October
20 From there the draft will be
passed on to Dean of Students
Don Omahan
Assuming that the policy is
approved it will ultimately be
up to the students to determine
how effective it is in persuading
more students to call security in
BY STEPHANIE REICHES
Staff Writer
In a joint effort Student
Council Senate and a special
committee are drafting a new
Good Samaritan policy for
Kenyon that would officially ex-
empt students from punishment
tor alcohol consumption if thev
call security for a friends safety
The policy may become official
by the end of the year
Currently according to
Dean of Students and Committ-
ee Chair Cheryl Steele We
dont have a formal policy but
I would say we try to respond in
ways that Good Samaritan poli-
cies are outlined
Good Samaritan policies
have been discussed here for
longer than four years she said
Several colleges already have
Good Samaritan polices in
effect Dartmouth College and
Lafayette College in Easton PA
in particular have been used as
models for Kenyons first draft of
the proposed Good Samaritan
policy
According to Lafayettes
Health Services website The
Good Samaritan Practice is de-
signed to prevent dangerously
intoxicated students from beine
a health emergency
Stefanie Wilson 08 a Mc-
Bride resident advisor said
People should just know that
security isnt out to bust peo-
ple theyre here to help us out
too
Jessie Rubenstcin 08 was
unsure whether an explicitlyst- ated
policy would encourage more
students to call security to help a
sick friend I dont know but I
can say this people are generally
irresponsible she said
The death of Colin Boyar-
ski 08 this past spring was a
source of motivation for students
working to change the policy
Were listening to what students
say said Steele After Colin
Boyarski finally students were
interested in talking about cam-
pus culture more actively This
was one of the topics that was
raised It was advocated for by
Student Council so this summer
we began looking into it
If anything came out of
discussions last spring after
Colins death it was Be safe and
take care of each other Steele
continued The interest in this
comes from primarily students
but also from conversations that
administrators and faculty have
participated in
begins sophomore season
There are the girls you marry and the girls you f at least according to mv
halliTuite But he wasnt the first guy Ive heard who splits the female population
into those two groups All dirough high school I would catch my male friends
and boyfriends referring to women in the same fashion Granted it wasnt neces-
sarily so blatant a distinction every time Sometimes it was much more subde- a
simple shes beautiful versus shes hot or I have so much fun with her versus
I want to do her
Now its not that I have a problem with this type of categorizing Im
quite aware that we women do the same kind of thing to men Its only natural
to want to be able to stereotype people round them up and put them into two
different piles black and white nice and simple It makes the task ofsearching for
the one you want for now or forever a much easier undertaking- right away
we can cancel out roughly halt ofour perceived options depending on which
type were going for at the moment Not to mention that our chances of getting
what we want are much higher now that we know were going for the right type
Makes the whole datinghookup game a lot less daunting doesnt it
But heres where the problem comes in What it youre labeled as the
wrong type What if youre the kind ofgirl you f and all you really want is a
relationship Or what ifyoure the kind of girl you marry and right now the
idea ofcommitment and being tied down just sounds like the worst idea on the
planet and string- free sex may just be your calling How on earth do we make it
clear to the opposite sex dial we arent always the type we appear to be
Time after time Ive found myself ending up with the same type of
guy Now I certainly have times in which those are just exactly the type of guys
I need But then there are those other times in which I dont want that at all
when a change is not just appealing but necessary when Im tired of the same
old conversations and of how each night seems to run the same monotonous
course when I long for a different kind ofspark another sort of excitement a
new variety ofbutterflies How do I or we find and then attract another type
of guy when weve already been identified as not their type
The solution ladies lies right here within us We are the ones who
need to take action and consciously revamp our hookupdating style Im not
saying you need to change your style of clothing lay offor on die makeup or
learn a new way to flirt Im saying that we need to be the aggressor widi the op-
posite sex and with ourselves We need to self examine Figure out exacdy what
or who we want Learn what kinds of things they like and what side ofourselves
we should let show a little more when were around them Consciously decide the
personality tweaks we need to make Maybe we come on too strong too fast and
that sends the more sensitive guys running the other direction Or maybe were
a little too subde when flirting and we should kick it up a notch in EmeriTs
words so that the more forward guys take notice Not a complete personality
overhaul just a little adjusting here and there And then we need to go out and
find him instead of waiting for him to come to us
The waiting is over girls No sultry glances over our shoulders or seductive
shimmying while we wait for him to find his way over Beat him to it Initiate
Chances are a lot higher that hell realize you just may be in fact his type ifyou
show him what youre really all about
naked without it To help her get the
club started last year she talked to Court-
ney Snow 05 and Siobhan Williams 05
Barrett says it was hard to work up the
courage to get the club started but that
it was worth it in the end
The club grew as people with
various dancing backgrounds including
first- time dancers went through tryouts
Von Kann joined in the first year and
began to help Barrett with the chore-
ography According to the captains
choreography is especially difficult for
the club since they develop and execute
routines without any outside coaching
Initially the team struggled through
three- minute dances and many were
unsure of themselves
There were some girls that were
really shy said Barrett They would say
I dont want to wear this I dont want
to do this my body doesnt move this
Did you Know that
ages with Alcohol
Dance team
BY CARTER MILLER
SbiffWriter
The Kenyon dance team the
Lovely Ladies has returned this year
after its debut in the 2004- 2005 school
year
The Ladies co- captained by
Blossom Barrett 08 and Kathryn von
Kann 08 are a group of eight female
dancers who perform selfch- oreographed
dances influenced by hip- hop
jazz and ballet Last year the group
performed mainly at basketball games
during halftime
Its a big melting pot said Barrett
commentingon the varied backgrounds
of the dancers Some of us took jazz
ballet tap one of us is an exc- heerleader
The dances are usually around
eight minutes long and are meant to
excite the audience and involve their
attention Their goal is to entertain
said von Kann Were definitely not
cheerleaders but we like to get the
crowd a little bit pumped up
However the athletic department
is unsure whether they want the group
to continue performing at athletic
events The co- captains have decided
to meet with the department but the
outcome remains uncertain
Barrett started the team last year
soon after arriving at Kenyon Since
she began ballet at age 1 1 she has been
involved in dancing She was on a dance
j Ram in high school and soon found that
I she missed it in college
j Thats what I do she said I feel
I
way But with practice she said the
team improved eventually working up
to eight- minute routines which Barrett
added takes incredible endurance
So much ofdance is conditioning
and strength training said von Kann
who adds that they recommend outside
cardiovascular training for dancers
This year Barrett and von
Kann have run into some problems As
a completely student run organization
unaffiliated with the Kenyon dance
department they were unable to secure
a dance studio for practice They now
practice in the aerobics room in Ernst
and will eventually move to the new
athletic facility
Despite these setbacks the club
continues as usual Barrett and von
Kann said they are happy to see the
continuing interest and look forward to
a successful second year for the team
mixing carconatea Bever
increases the
ODADAS
Saturday the 24th
Trip to Colonial City
Bowling Lanes
1 for shoes
Meet in front of the
bookstore starting at 1015
for shuttle rides
Sponsored by Social Board
the SAC by 400 pm on Friday
rate of intoxication
Student Tour OperatorJoin Americas J
Sell
Friday the 28th
2 dollar Movies
Into the Blue 930pm
Corpse Bride 900pm
Flight Plan 930pm
Shuttle Leave from outside of
the bookstore starting at
845 get your tickets before
you board the bus
sponsored by social board
Sign up on the 2nd floor of
caucun
Trips Earn Cash
Travel Free ACAPULC0
JAMAICA
BAHAMAS
STUoENT
TRAVEL FLORIDA
SERVICES
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Good Samaritan
policy a good idea
3
O
Its a Saturday night You stumble home from a party
ready to melt into bed But upon entering your room you
find your roommate curled up in a fetal position mumbling
incoherently Or you go into the bathroom and see a friend
puking in the toilet Or you walk down the hall and see the
girl next door passed out on her floor You know you should
get help But youre more than a little tipsy and youre under
21 If you were to call security wouldnt you get in trouble
Maybe maybe not But if Kenyon adopts the Good
Samaritan policy that is currently being debated in Senate
and student council the answer will be a definitive no
The new policy if adopted would mean that intoxicated
students could call security for a friends safety without risk
Dear Editor
Last week I sent my column to the Collegian hoping that I had
made a subtle point about language and the way we add to the acr-
imony of the political debate through generalizations The Collegia
editors gave this piece the title Protests dehumanize sacrifices in Iraq
I myself am a frequent protester to the war in Iraq I would have to
be a self- hating protester indeed or a very cruel one if I thought that
protest per se dehumanized those who have died or been injured
in Iraq I was stunned to find an argument against generalizations
spawning just such a generalization in the title
I realize that the Collegian editors work very hard for no pa
whatsoever and that sometimes things slip away from them M
intention in writing this letter is not to castigate them but simply to
assert that I do not think that protests dehumanize sacrifices mad
in Iraq Some protests like the exhibit Eyes Wide Open whih
will be coming to campus in a few weeks serve exactly the opposite
purpose They put a human face on a conflict that is often abstracted
for rhetorical reasons
The Rev Karl Stevens
Episcopal Chaplain to Kenyon College
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Dear Editor
Recendy the Collegian featured the subject of course enrollment
both a lead article and an editorial Central to your coverage of this subje
is an underlying value we all hold dear that Kenyon students have ace
to relatively small classes and that meaningful personal relationships ru
the opportunity to develop between Kenyon students and their teachers
is a good thing that we regularly examine this subject as the Collegian J
in the September 1 5 edition
What the Collegian did not do in its coverage but perhaps will do ir
the future is to look closely at data on enrollment studentfaculty ratio
average class size etc A look at this type ofdata would make it clear that Ke
of punishment
The idea of a Good Samaritan policy is an excellent one
Far too often at Kenyon intoxicated students who are under 21
have refrained from getting much- needed help for themselves or
their friends for fear of the consequences To be sure RAs tell their
residents that security is there to help and to make sure everyone
is safe But this rhetoric has not erased the ingrained notion that
security is out to get you or at least that they would write you up
if they knew you had been drinking
On the bright side Kenyon students have a laudable
reputation for taking good care of each other and watching out for
those who are under the influence Students walk each other home
bring each other water and food and stay with their friends until
they have sobered up
But sometimes this is not enough Sometimes students slip
through the cracks Last April Colin Boyarski 08 died at Kenyon
partly as a result of alcohol poisoning The existence of a Good
Samaritan policy would not necessarily have saved Boyarski But
it might have helped It certainly wouldnt have hurt And if
implemented the new policy would go a long way toward ensuring
that more students get the help they need when they need it
Students would finally recognize that there is truth behind
the claim that security is really there for students safety and well-
being that they want to help not just to bust parties If actions
do speak louder than words then the Good Samaritan policy
will make securitys words ring loud and clear We at the Collegian
wholeheartedly support adoption of this exemplary new policy It
will be a welcome change
nyon has hired more professors to meet the increases in enrollment we ha c
experienced Our studentfaculty ratio has stayed the same at 1 0 to 1 for tk
past five years and our average class size has also remained steady at about
17 Today we have fewer courses that enroll over 50 students and we have
more courses that enroll under 20 students Kenyon has increased the size o
the faculty as enrollments have increased which explains why the number
ofcourses Kenyon offers has steadily grown For me one of die most strid-
ing statistics I have encountered recently is this one over the past 20 years
1985 to 2005 the overall student enrollment at Kenyon has increase
by 10 percent while the size of the faculty has increased by 43 percent
Gregory Spaid
Provost
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Freshman elections leave students in the dark
1
volved in somethingl know very litde
about The entire process seemed to
creep up on all ofus without warning
I woke up one morning and on my
way out of the Gund lounge I was
attacked by such campaign slogans as
Hes no flake and O Murphy Oh
yeah Ive learned since that Gund
escaped relatively unscathed Walk-
ing through the McBride I found it
truly papered with the faces ofpeople
running for hall rep dorm presi-
dent and freshman class senator
Frankly these jobs mean absolutely
nothing to me considering I dont
know how any of this works
I never met any of the people
running for office other than my
hall representative and one of the
students running for senator who
happened to be in my German class
So decisions of whom to vote for
were more or less arbitrary
As Jessie Smith 09 said I just
chose the people whose names I
liked most How were we supposed
to know who to vote for ifwe didnt
even talk to them about what their
plans were
Even the candidates have ex-
pressed a desire for a more structured
to as many people as you can before
everyone votes I think there should
be a chance for a bit more substance
to someones bid for class represen-
tative The only true campaigning
was when our candidate for dorm
president made a short plug at the
beginning of our hall meeting right
before we were to vote
In Gund there were a total of
two candidates for dorm president
No one from Gund ran for the sen-
ate As for the hall representatives
someone decided to run in our hall
meeting only seconds before voting
began Some students expressed an
interest in running but felt that they
were uninformed about when the
election was going to take place
Had I known there were elec-
tions I would have run said Sam
Kling 09 This administration is
trying to keep me out of campus
politics They can try but Sam Kling
does not give up But seriously I dont
even remember who I voted for In
all honesty I only knew one of the
candidates I voted for I voted for the
rest based on what I had heard from
other people which was very little
Admittedly there is a section
way to get their name out there
One of the candidates for senate rep-
resentative Jake Miller 09 expressed
a desire for some kind of forum I
just think it would help everyone a
lot the student body and the can-
didates he said Maybe we could
all give short speeches or something
and attendance by the student body
would be optional
At my high school there was
a community informational meet-
ing about the student council and
a briefing on the responsibilities
of each office Students running
for office were required to give a
speech in front of their respective
class At Kenyon people running
for the senatorial position have the
difficult task of ensuring that they
make themselves identifiable to the
entire freshman class Campaigns
for dorm representatives seem to be a
litde more manageable than for other
offices but even that can be daunting
in terms ofensuring that everyone in
your dorm knows who you are and
for which office you are running
It seems as though the only tac-
tic for running an effective campaign
is running around and giving a wave
of the student handbook dedicated
to introducing the student council
and campus senate It even has lists
of upperclassmen representatives
But the confusion of being in a new
place coupled with the myriad of
activities surrounding the beginning
of a new school year it seemed that
this article slipped my attention
I think it slipped the attention of
many incoming freshman who were
primarily concerned with meeting
new people and signing up for classes
I think a formal public introduction
on the part of current members of
the council or its advisors would be
well- received by all
Dean of Residential Life George
Barbuto admitted The whole FYC
First Year Council process may
be worth revising but it really is a
function and decision of the various
student government bodies
Hence I address this article to
the current members of the student
government call me old- fashioned
or even distractedly ignorant but I
do not think I am the only one ex-
pressing such views Next time a litde
public warning about the upcoming
elections would go a long way
BY ROB GALLOWAY
Staff Columnist
The areas on campus frequented
bv the freshman class were recently
inundated with flyers and posters in
support of freshman candidates for
the student council and Senate elect-
ions I do not mean to sound anti-
democratic or even un- American
but these flyers were rather puzzling
yhen it was time to vote I knew
absolutely nothing about the candid-
ates or the election or even about
he respective offices for which these
individuals were campaigning
I have difficulty getting truly in
Film studies needed at Kenyon Kenyon ravaged by poor
etiquette and hygienei r
f
f
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studies According to Tazewell Kenyon
does risk falling behind some of our
strongest competitors in making film a
more significant part of the curriculum
Ohio University already has a large film
program and hosts the Athens Film
Festival annually and Denison University
offers a major in cinema
Hiring someone with abackground
in film to complement Tazewell who
currendy advises all of the film students
would be a step in the right direction for
Kenyon Fortunately as Tazewell said
the College administration is 100
behind the effort to increase film studies
at Kenyon At the request ofthe president
and the provost faculty have already
engaged in discussions about the future
of film studies I think the future looks
very bright
There are other things the school
can do as well Stout said Even if the
school does not wish to invest too heavily
in video education inside the classroom
I believe that it should consider giving
students access to the resources needed to
pursue such interests in an extracurricular
fashion Ascension Films a student- run
filmmaking group has been unable to
gain access to higher quality equipment
due to a lack of funding
Now that scholars have recognized
the critical importance of film to our cul-
ture Kenyon has an obligation as a liberal
arts institution to make a serious commit-
ment to both film history and productioa
With the talented students and faculty
who are already involved Kenyon clearly
has the potential to be graduatingstudents
with both the skills to interpret film in an
informed way and to communicate their
own visions using this highly sophisticated
and artistic channel Iffilm provides such
important insights into how people feel
about society then we want Kenyon grads
to be calling the shots
entertainment But at the risk ofbeing
overly- reductive saying we shouldnt
study film because of movies like Stealth
is like saying we shouldnt study literature
because ofauthors like Jackie Collins
Options for students interested in
both film history and film production are
limited at Kenyon Assistant Professor of
English Patricia Vigdermans Film as Text
course is an excellent introduction to film
studies because it teaches students to judge
film by the same criteria that they have
been taught to view literature
Sophomore Ashley Tate currendy
enrolled in Film as Text said The fact is
that we are living in a fast- paced visual cul-
ture Film is a valid art and it deserves
attention in the classroom
Visiting Professor of History SylvieC-
ouIibaly and Assistant Professor
of History Glenn McNair have also
taught history seminars where film has
been a central focus That film has been
addressed in both the departments of
English and history is a testament to its
legitimacy as an academic medium but
film should be more than just a side- note
in other departments
Associate Professor ofDrama Jona-
thon Tazewell one of very few faculty
members with a significant film back-
ground said My impression of interest
in film at Kenyon is that students are
very enthusiastic about what we have
but eager to have much more The
consistent requests for synoptic majors
in film the over- capacity enrollments in
my film classes and those ofmycolleagues
in English and modem foreign languages
and the inititative of student groups like
KFS and Ascension Films to express their
love offilm all demonstrate the significant
student interest
Film studies has existed as a field
since the sixties and yet most liberal arts
school still lack a full program in film
their impulses to surge through the
line ahead ofpeople
I frequently go to the library
to study after my meal like many of
the students here Last week I went
four n ights out of the five days of the
academic week And I must admit
that 1 have made it a habit while at
the library to utilize the bathrooms
because they are for the most part
clean and quiet Yet this past week
I encountered a phenomenon that
at first shocked me then vexed and
frightened me and lastly perplexed
me
Monday night I opened the
light blue stall door and saw that
someone had left the toilet un-
flushed This in itself is not that
bewildering but it becomes so when
the same occurrence takes place in
each of the different bathrooms on
each of the four days I began to
wonder if it was perhaps the same
person doing it each time I could
just imagine him finishing up and
sprinting out of the bathroom
standing and giggling behind the
bookcases as he saw my expression
as I exited the bathroom I think this
unlikely however
The wrongdoings I have
cited are hardly serious misdeeds
Thus the reader should not expect
an epiphany or a summation of my
point bound together with wisdom
I simply implore that in a commu-
nity as close- knit as this it should
be second nature to watch out for
the litde things Because as the year
progresses and schoolwork unravels
us it is the litde things that will keep
us all sane
BY ELLEN PIERSON
Staff Columnist
The relationship between the audie-
nce and the filmmakers has always been
i tenuous one it is impossible to say
hich group held more sway over the
other Clearly though it was a two- way
odunge in which the prevailing vein of
public thought was often preserved Bec-
ause film is generally intended to appeal
to a broad audience it arguably reflects
general opinion in a way that literature
often does not This is one ofmany reasons
ty Kenyon should provide more film
study options to its students
Film history is littered with stereo-
npes and storylines that take considerable
liberty with history but these flaws are
saoly what make it such a fascinating and
necessary academic pursuit Understand-
ig the idealized version ofour history is
fs as important as understanding what
Rally happened because it explains why
obtain events or ideas still have meaning
lor us today
According toJulian Shephard who
tJught at Kenyon for a semester last year
fd is currendy working on a screenplay
1 New York There is the sense that it
it an art since movies are seen as a
lower common denominator form of
BY EDDIE LIEBMANN
Staff Columnist
This is not an attempt at snob-
bery or social stratification I know
nothing of forks knives spoons or
any of that pretentious garbage I
almost never remember to put down
the toilet seat or put a napkin on my
lap Yet even for a brute like myself
my experience thus far at Kenyon
College has been nothing short of
troubling and literally unsettling
Two recurring instances have stirred
my blood into a boiling stew one
occurring in Peirce Dining Hall and
the other occurring in the library
The line for hot food at Peirce
Dining Hall proves to be a harrow-
ing experience each time I eat there
Perhaps it is my constant look of
surprise that is characteristic of a
freshman or my gawky body that
invites people to take advantage of
me in line but I have been nearly
sliced by too many razor- sharp
popped collars to take this sitting
down anymore I simply cant imag-
ine why some students cant control
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Football sets new records
Lords fumble the victory to Kalamazoo
Ladies soccer has 3- game week
Ladies take Capital and Wilmington in the second half lose to Otterbein
downhill from there the Ladies
looked lethargic and the midfield
was overwhelmed and confused
losing the ball on almost every
possession Walters said that the
Ladies didnt really come out to
play especially against a team that
we knew would test us Otterbein
71- 0 overall is one of the premier
soccer programs in Division III
In playing such a tough sched-
ule the Ladies hope to dominate
the NCAC and reach the playoffs
this year This week was a true test
of the teams grit and character and
Ali Kittle
the Otterbein defender
as Walters said They truly battled
The Ladies next battle is against
Ohio Wesleyan University at home
BY DAN PRAGER
StaffReporter
The Kenyon Ladies just had
their most trying week yet with
three games in six days from which
they came away with a 2- 1 record
making them 5- 31 on the season
On Thursday the Ladies edged
by Capital College by a score of 1 0
The speed of play was fast the fight
for the 50- 50 balls was intense and
the Ladies were able to pass the ball
effectively The Ladies played great
through balls both on the ground
and in the air threatening on goal
much of the game The Crusad-
ers held their own with speedy
counterattacks and tight defense
But in the end the Ladies wore the
Crusaders down and a goal finally
came from Weronika Kowalczyk
06 in the 80th minute to secure
the victory
There was one unfortunate
note to the win however as captain
Blair Heiser 06 severely sprained
her ankle and will be off the field
for at least a few weeks according to
Head Coach Kelly Walters Walters
said that people are going to need
to step up to fill in for Blair
Only two days later stepping up
in Heisers absence was exactly what
BY CATHERINE KELLEHER
StaffReporter
Despite setting several school
records in their game against the Ka-
lamazoo College Hornets 1- 2 the
Lords 0- 3 still ran into difficulties in
achieving victory The Hornets beat
the Lords 38- 26 which is an improve-
ment from the 48- 17 victory that the
Hornets had in the 2004 season Four
fumbles hindered the Lords chance
at turning their 556 yards of offense
into a victory
The Lords offense came out as
a powerhouse achieving the second
highest total yards of offense in Ke-
nyon history Only the 1969 Lords
beat Saturdays total with 566 yards of
total offense The Lords set a record for
total plays of scrimmage with 99 the
previous record having been set at 98 by
the 1997 and 2001 teams The Lords
offense also set a record for the number
of first downs by gaining 33 compared
to the 1 984 record of 3 1 Quarterback
Rafael Sanchez 08 completed 25 of36
passing attempts which gave the Lords
264 passingyards Sanchez also rushed
for a total of 1 32 yards
Alby Coombs 07 had a fantastic
day He rushed for 1 39 yards on a total
of 34 carries and scored three touch-
downs As of this past game Coombs
has a total of 319 rushing yards on the
year Coombs has rushed 2817 yards
in his football career at Kenyon only
nine yards behind Kenyons leader for
total rushingyards Anthony Togliatti
Coombs is also tied for second place in
career rushing scores with 24 Phelipe
Heiser the Ladies beat Wilmington
College for the first time in school
history Beth Blackey 09 scored in
the 68th minute to give the Ladies
the 1- 0 win The Ladies were out-
shot by Wilmington 18- 5 On the
road and missing a captain the odds
were stacked against the Ladies but
after a truly gutsy performance they
came away with an astonishing win
This momentum however did not
carry over to Tuesdays game against
Otterbein College
On Tuesday the Otterbein
Cardinals crushed the Ladies scor
gaga v
Brooke Rockwern 08 maneuvers around
ing five goals on nine shots The La
dies came out flat and Otterbeins
Kara Martin 09 scored on a free
15 kills and 1 1 digs against Marietta
Despite the loss Sarah Brieschke
07 put up 20 digs in the Wooster
match
The Ladies had trouble
coming back from the Wooster
loss losing mental focus
against Marietta a team Kenyon was
expected to beat
We kept up the energy in the
first game but we go on spurs of
playing well and we definitely need
to work on our consistency said
Collins We didnt pass as well as
usual against Marietta which made
it difficult to stay focused
Kenyon has to overcome several
challenges to improve its win column
the rest of the season With only
eight players some ofwhom are play
AT VERSAILLES
the Ladies did On Saturday without kick in the fifth minute It was all
Volleyball goes winless
on October 1
at tri- match
Johnson 08 and Javier Arbolaez 09
contributed 91 and 61 yards respec-
tively
However the Lords offense had
four fumbles three of which turned
into touchdowns for the Hornets The
Hornets had five sacks to gain them a
total of 14 yards The Lords also had
a combined total of eight penalties
which caused them to lose 87 yards
The Hornets only had three penalties
for 20 yards
Coombs said We played hard
We need to clean up our careless mis-
takes but its a big improvement We
didnt even begin to touch on where
we can go with our abilities and talents
as a team
The Lords defense performed
well The Lords held the Hornets to
378 total offensive yards and only 18
first downs They also held the Hornets
to 50 percent on third- down conve-
rsions supporting the 63 percent third-
down conversion rate posted by their
offensive counterparts Will Lippert
07 and Joey Fumari 09 each had eight
tackles Furnari also recorded his first
career interception at Kenyon Andrew
Fuchs 07 also recorded another sack
causing the Hornets to lose six yards
Casey McConnell 06 said We
didnt play the full 60 minutes We
need to keep doing what we are doing
and everything will fall into place We
also need to have more focus
The Lords next face the Oberlin
College Yeomen at Oberlin this
Sanirday Oct 1 at 1 pm Their next
home game will be Saturday Oct 15
at McBride Field
yesterdays match proved more difficult as
the ladies failed to find the net Oberlin
started the game off right with a goal from
Meg Reitz followed by a second goal from
Abigail Brox 09 The eowomens final
goal didnt come until just 1 5 seconds rat
left in the match adding insult to injury for
the Ladies
It was a rough afternoon for the
Ladies on both ends of the field hile
Kenyon had only three shots on goal
Oberiingotoffl3 The eowomenssriffing
defense turned into unstoppable offenst
Where Kenyon did not take advantage on
offense Oberiin would turn it around into
a strong offensive force Goalkeeper Kim
Brown 07 put up a strong fight rruldrs
nine saves however it was not enough o
quell Oberlins 1 3 shots on goal
I diink that we started oft very
slowly and that wis didnt pick up the game
until after the second halfTsaid captain Kjk
Flinner 06 Because Kenyon took on this
tough Oberfin team eariy on in die seas
diey were not aware of dieir opponents
strengdi Flinner slid It was one ot tfr
first games ot die seasons and we didnt
know I diink we psyched ourselves out
diis time around
Kenyon will make yet anodicr road
trip as they face W ooster College on Sa-
turday at 1 1 pm boster is 2- 2 in NCAC
plav having recendy lost to Oberlin 01A- s
of September 24 Wooster was rial
for fourth place in the conference whi
die Ladies split second place with Ohio
Wedeyan
Field hockey teeters
Ladies pummel Earlham but fail to hold back Oberlin
ing positions new to them this year
the internal challenge is clearly the
small size of the team
It would be nice to come out
and take a mental focus break every
once in a while said Collins but we
get along well and our teamwork is
improved since last season It seems
that the skills are in the right place
now and that the priorities will be
to remain consistent and focused
throughout the rest of the season
In an interview earlier this sea-
son Head Coach Todd Raasch
said The mentality issue has been
addressed and were working to im-
prove it The Kenyon Ladies contin-
ued their tough schedule Wednesday
against Wilmington at 7 pm in the
Ernst Center
BY PHILIP EDMUNDS
Staff Reporter
Coming off ofa sound defeat by
Otterbein College last Wednesday
the Ladies dropped two more in
Tuesdays tri- match at Wooster Col-
lege The Kenyon Ladies lost three
straight games to conference power
Wooster 30- 16 30- 16 and 30- 22
before losing to Marietta College 30-
20 30- 27 and 30- 27 Kenyon played
a tough game against the Scots but
fatigue and inconsistency prevented
a victory against Marietta
Wooster is a good team but
we hustled and played well said
Patrice Collins 07 We definitely
could have put it together if we had
minimized the errors Collins had
KCUF CAMPS OUT
BYHILARYGOWINS
StaffRcporter
The Ladies bounced back strongafter
two tough losses in aconrrnandingwin over
Earlham College last Saturday7- 0 This was
a much- needed victory for Kenyon who
had previously suffered two losses at the
hands ofconference opponents
We really needed to show ourselves
we could win said Jenny Stem 08 The
7- 0 score definitely boosted our confi-
dence which will help us be victorious in
the future
Stem ended the day having scored
her first goal of this years season Lauren
Keiling 08 and Kayla Greenberg 07 each
added a goal of their own and with her
goal against the Quakers Greenbergtallied
up four goafs leading die team in scoring
The scoring attack was rounded out by
die freshman class widi a goal by Perrin
Legg 08 and two goals from Kelly Adams
08 All in ill Kenyon came away from List
Sanirdays trip to Eadham feeling confident
and rcdiarged
However Wednesdays rematch with
die Oberiin eowomen following a win
over Oberlin earlier diis month found
Kenyon on die losing end widi a 3- 0 loss
In dieir first fice- oft against Oberiin
Kenyon pidled out a 1 0 win on an overtime
god byJulia Boyer 08 diis season Kenyon
Ls still die only team who has beaten top-
ranked Oberiin
While finishing was not a problem
in round one against the Yeowomen
Kevin Guckcs
Andy Ncilsen 06 blocks an offensive play at the ultimate Club Sectionals in Versailles OH The Kenyon College
Ultimate team placed 13th with wins against Oberlin Miami University and Case Western while losing to the Louis-
ville club team Age against the Machine from Columbus and Mandible from Cleveland This weekend KCUF will
host their home tournement FRED both Saturday and Sunday on the Kenyon fields featuring 16 regional teams
